The Litmus Test: An On-Time Departure for ICAO’s Global Market-Based Measure
The International Coalition for Sustainable Aviation (ICSA) calls upon the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) and its Member States to deliver on their leadership commitment to finalize a global market-based
measure (MBM) to cap international aviation’s net carbon pollution at no more than 2020 levels, and adopt the
MBM at ICAO’s 2016 Assembly. The litmus test for ICAO’s leadership is an on-time launch for the global MBM,
together with an open process to establish a “review and ratchet” mechanism to cut emissions below 2020 levels.





Serious climate impacts—e.g. droughts, floods, and heatwaves—are already being experienced around the
world.
Aviation is a top-ten global climate polluter, and its pollution is forecast to triple by 2050.
Aviation itself is at high risk from climate change, as many of the world’s airports are located in low-lying
coastal areas subject to sea level rise, and flights risk disruption from extreme weather.
More than 50 jurisdictions around the world have or are starting carbon markets. Several are beginning to
extend their emissions caps to aviation. ICAO must move swiftly to ensure an on-time departure for a single
global market-based measure for international aviation, which is the preferred choice of industry.

ICSA, therefore, calls on ICAO and its Member States to adopt, at the 2016 Assembly, a global MBM that:
1. Initially caps the net total carbon emissions of international civil aviation at 2020 levels.
2. Effectively solves the question of how to differentiate among varied airlines and destinations.
 ICSA proposes a simple route-based approach: Regional routes with already-heavy carbon pollution would
shoulder greater initial responsibility; obligations of small, fast-growing regional routes would increase as
their pollution grows; and responsibilities would be updated regularly.
3. Allows only emissions units that deliver real, additional, verifiable, permanent emissions reductions and
sustainable development co-benefits.
 Offset credits coming from questionable sources such as HFC-23, adipic acid, carbon capture and storage,
large hydro, nuclear and fossil fuel projects have low environmental quality and must be excluded.
4. Avoids double counting/double-claiming of emissions units within the MBM and by other mitigation systems.
5. Ensures that if any exemptions are allowed, the integrity of the emissions cap is maintained through
compensations elsewhere in the MBM policy.
6. Ensures no cap-busting price ceilings: the environmental goal must remain.
7. Builds on a solid foundation of transparency through:
 Simple, accurate flight-by-flight emissions monitoring, reporting and verification (MRV); transparency of
compliance with reasonable safeguards for commercial confidentiality, broad geographic availability of
emissions units, and clear registry and tracking of transactions.
 Robust lifecycle emissions accounting of all alternative fuels, whether they result in emissions savings or
increases relative to conventional fuel. The MBM should only “credit” biofuels that reduce net lifecycle
emissions beyond set thresholds and that meet environmental, social and economic sustainability criteria,
including low indirect land use change.
 The governance of the MBM should be publicly transparent and accountable, and free of conflicts of
interest.
8. Is readily and transparently enforceable using existing regulatory authorities, and has provisions for ICAO and
its Member States to support developing countries in the MBM’s implementation and enforcement.
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9. Allows jurisdictions to institute more ambitious aviation carbon pollution reduction measures.
10. Ensures that ICAO builds on its commitment for a 2020 emissions cap and creates provisions to allow aviation
to cut carbon pollution to levels actually in line with a safe climate future.
 As the 2013 ICAO Assembly agreed, ICAO must work on an emissions cap that extends beyond 2020.
 The 2016 ICAO Assembly Resolution must establish a commitment to cut emissions beyond the 2020 cap
and mandate the development of measures to achieve this.
 A “review and ratchet” process would help industry work towards its stated goal of a 50% emissions cut
based on 2005 levels, and allow countries to periodically review and strengthen that cap in line with what
the science demands and to take into account low carbon technological advancements in aviation.
 As part of helping the aviation industry reduce its emissions in line with science, ICAO should set the
stringency level for the ICAO CO2 standard for new aircraft to ensure emission cuts beyond what would
happen without the standard.
 ICAO should consider setting additional targets to ensure that in-sector technical and operational
emissions reductions are maximized.
The International Coalition for Sustainable Aviation (ICSA) is a network of non-governmental, non-profit advocacy
organizations with millions of members concerned with the environmental impacts of air travel. ICSA is the only
environmental civil society organization accredited as an observer in the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO), the UN body constituted to develop standards for the international civil aviation sector.
http://www.icsa-aviation.org/
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